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Shukei.io

knowing physical aspect of human activity

＊Some features in this sheet are not yet available



Shukei.io  crawls and summarizes events on your calendar 

and helps you or your team know the physical aspects of activities, 

to focus on your tasks without “time tracking” effort. 

You get a view of long or short term activities for your personal 

management, 

understanding team or organization.

Shukei.ioWhat’s 
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How it Works ... 
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It’s a piece of cake



Shukei.io

Name an activity (project title etc.) 
to assign a tag number in shukei.io
(Only when create a new activity)

1.
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Put tags on calendar events
(use Chrome Extension)

2.
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Shukei.io automatically crawl all changed tags
on your calendar and reports time as your time

3.
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Open Shukei.io to see
your (team’s) latest activity

4.
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5.

Use your data via data export or API 
(API is only available on Enterprise Plan)
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Features
(Include TBD)
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Time Reporting

See activity time for each tag and member
in various time periods
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Add meta information to tags

Add additional information such as project ID,
budget etc. to collaborate with other systems
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Input support

Create a tagged event in Google Calendar easily
with the Chrome extension
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Data export

Activity time summary can be export as csv
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Project import

Multiple tags can be made at once
by project list
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History
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UNIBA INC. is a small production company with various skills

including designers, developers, hardware engineers,

CG artists  etc. based in Tokyo.

They need to know each other who spends time on

which projects, because they always do multiple projects

in parallel.
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They couldn’t do any “reporting”, that’s too boring,

so they made a tool called “shukei” crawls their calendar

and calculating time spending automatically.

“Shukei” means gathering and calculating data, in Japanese. 

The first tool was made around 2009. 

Shukei.io is its child of child of child … of child.



Work in Progress

UNIBA INC.


